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this book will tell you everything you
need to know about branding, including

what it is, how it works, and how to
apply it to your business. the chapters
are simple and easy to read, and the

basic information is reinforced
throughout each chapter. youre also
provided some helpful worksheets to

help you figure out what your brand can
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and should be, and how to describe and
promote it. the book is not just for
business owners-it can be for any

consumer too. new york-based designer
elli morris is the founder and creative

director of elli design. she has designed
more than 50 restaurants around the
world, and her website offers a solid
primer to her design principles and
techniques. if youre looking to learn

what works in the culinary world, look
no further. then came a suggestion for
a book that would give greater depth to

her thoughts about design in the
restaurant industry. a seminal design
book that opened the eyes of many

design professionals, mezzanine: a user
s manual is a simple look at products

design, with a focus on furniture.
featuring the work of user-centered

designers such as douglas becker and
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neil mower, from the 1980s, the book
focuses on the overall idea of fashion,

function, and user experience. you dont
call me for a pack of underwear. you
call me because i can explain to you

why its the best brand, the right brand,
the healthier brand, and that you want
to buy from me, says primo. we build

brands based on what people want. as
for igo primo, customers are the family;
our family. when quo vadis asked me

what my strategy is, primo says, i have
2 strategies. one is building a brand
that serves as a magnet for a value,
making you a brand that stands for

integrity. the other is to build brands
that deliver value. i talk to clients about
the first and deliver that value to them.
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the personal brand guide: why people
behave like jerks is also available at

aeon, and the authors talk about how to
draw a deep connection with your

followers, whether youre on twitter or
facebook, and how to run a great team

and meet the needs of your most
valuable customers. the book is filled
with step-by-step tactics that you can
implement in no time at all. youll learn
how to grow your audience, connect

deeply with your audience, and answer
difficult questions about your business

that will make your customers take
note. this book is based on something

as simple as asking people what theyre
really trying to get out of your business.

the book helps you figure out where
youre going wrong so you can begin to

make the fix. the dots above your
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cuneiform: a history of the ancient near
east is written by nicholas postgate and
published by the british museum press.
in this book, youll discover how early
civilizations used the number four to

encode their history, going as far back
as the indus valley, egypt,

mesopotamia, and crete. postgate
discusses the uniformity of early writing

systems, including cuneiform, the
cuneiform used in iraq. there are plenty

of cool websites on the internet, and
theyre sometimes really cool, but the

main problem with some of them is that
you can t necessarily tell which ones
are cool because they have a story or
culture about them. dreamers pop up

shop is a pop-up shop for dreamers: the
disaffected, the loners, the undesirables
of the world. the concept is simple. as

such, the site can be visually
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impressive. and the fact that its design
is so simple makes it appealing to a

wide audience. 5ec8ef588b
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